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Abstract—Logic synthesis pre-optimization involves applying a sequence of transformations called synthesis flow to reduce the circuit's Boolean logic graph, like AIG. However, the challenge lies in selecting and arranging these transformations due to the exponentially expanding solution space. In this work, we propose CBTune, a novel online learning framework that utilizes a contextual bandit algorithm to explore the solution space and generate synthesis flows efficiently. We develop the Syn-LinUCB algorithm as the agent, which incorporates circuit characteristics and leverages long-term payoffs to guide decision-making, thus effectively preventing getting trapped in local optima. Experimental results show that our framework achieves the optimal synthesis flow with a lower time cost, substantially reducing the number of AIG nodes and 6-LUTs compared to SOTA approaches.

I. INTRODUCTION

Logic synthesis converts high-level circuit descriptions into gate-level netlists via translation, mapping, and optimizations. Pre-optimization, also known as technology-independent optimization, involves a time-consuming process of applying various logic equivalence rules to compact circuit’s Boolean logic. And-Inverter Graphs (AIGs) serve as a common representation for logic graphs in the synthesis tool ABC \cite{1}. Applying a synthesis flow with multiple transformations to the AIG leads to reduced logic nodes and depth, thus indirectly improving the circuits’ Quality of Results (QoR).

Developing an efficient synthesis flow proves to be an intricate task. Yu et al. \cite{2} indicate that different synthesis flows yield diverse optimization results for AIG. However, due to sequence length and transformation choices, exploring the optimal synthesis flow faces an exponential solution space, making manual search impractical. Additionally, they stress that an optimal flow for one design cannot be transferred for similar gains in others. Hence, although ABC provides heuristic synthesis flows like resyn2 and compress2, their fixed order of operations hinders efficient logic optimization.

Machine learning is widely used in pre-optimization to accelerate design convergence and minimize manual supervision. For one thing, it involves modeling the circuit’s structure and correlating sequential features with specific optimization objectives, which facilitates rapid and accurate metric estimation for synthesis flows \cite{2–4}. For another, reinforcement learning is employed to actively generate synthesis flows and expedite solution space exploration. DRiLLS \cite{5} introduced an intelligent framework that allows the A2C agent to select optimal transformations flexibly. Zhu et al. \cite{6} employed GNNs to capture AIG topology and combined it with historical decisions to enrich state information for improved decision-making.

However, these methods using pre-trained models and complex networks have certain limitations. Firstly, constructing datasets and training network models for large-scale circuit designs is time-intensive and resource-demanding. Secondly, model transferability is limited due to reliance on dataset-specific objectives \cite{2, 5}. OpenABC-D \cite{7} revealed that the permutation similarity between optimal synthesis flows for different circuits is under 30\%, underscoring the design-specific nature of synthesis flow generation and impeding model transferability. Lastly, neural network frameworks like PyTorch often introduce notable runtime overhead when communicating with C++/C-based logic synthesis tools during system integration.

Recently, the lightweight Multi-Arm Bandit (MAB) model has demonstrated its effectiveness in identifying the optimal synthesis flow in FlowTune \cite{8}. The core idea revolves around achieving a balance between exploring and exploiting arms through multiple trials to maximize overall payoffs. However, as a non-contextual MAB method, FlowTune’s policy updates rely solely on real-time synthesis results from each arm’s sampling tests, disregarding vital domain-specific arm features like optimization trends and current AIG characteristics. Furthermore, it makes decisions on a sequence-by-sequence basis, overlooking permutations within each sequence, which comes at the cost of final performance. In this paper, we present an online learning framework based on the contextual bandit model, customized for efficient synthesis flow generation, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

We create separate bandit models for the selection of each transformation and try to gather domain-specific insights to guide the agent’s decisions. As each model operates independently, eliminating the need for trial-and-error learning from prior model experiences, we enable local retractions and introduce a novel “return-back” mechanism that differs from traditional RL approaches in dealing with sequential decision-making tasks. Our main contributions are summarized as follows:

- Our proposed framework, CBTune, tailors the contextual bandit algorithm to facilitate efficient transformation se-

Fig. 1 Illustration of our proposed contextual bandit-based approach for efficient synthesis flow generation.
We implement the Syn-LinUCB algorithm as the decision agent and establish a context generator for informed decision-making in the bandit model.

- We present a novel “return-back” mechanism that revisits decisions to avoid local optima, distinguishing it from typical RL scenarios.
- Experimental results show that our framework outperforms SOTA approaches within the same action space.

**II. PRELIMINARIES**

A. Boolean Logic Optimization

Boolean logic optimization employs techniques like logic sharing and reusing to minimize Boolean networks. The And-Inverter Graph (AIG) is an efficient Boolean network, decomposing the circuit’s logic into two-input nodes (AND function) and dotted edges (NOT function). In ABC [1], AIG-based transformations such as rewrite and refactor are widely used to achieve rapid logic reduction through graph representations. By iteratively traversing the AIG, these transformations identify appropriate nodes for optimization and update the AIG accordingly. Typically, AIG node count and depth serve as essential performance metrics, where reducing logic nodes decreases circuit size and lowering depth enhances circuit speed.

A synthesis flow strategically arranges transformations to achieve optimized performance. Let \( \mathcal{A} = \{a_0, a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n\} \) represents a set of \( n \) candidate transformations, and \( \mathcal{F} \) represents a synthesis flow comprising permutations of \( a_k \) selected from \( \mathcal{A} \). Consequently, when seeking to generate a \( \mathcal{F} \) of length \( L \), the solution space for making selections is of size \( n^L \). Given the time overhead of evaluating each selected transformation’s optimization result, efficient exploration becomes crucial.

B. Bandit Problem

The Multi-Arm Bandit (MAB) problem involves selecting arms within a limited number of trials, striking a balance between “exploitation” and “exploration” to maximize overall payoff. One prominent MAB algorithm, Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) [9], ingeniously devises a trade-off strategy by extending a fluctuation range \( \Delta \). UCB estimates each arm’s observed payoff \( p' \) based on historical trial data and iteratively approximates its true payoff \( p \), maintaining the relationship: \( p' - \Delta \leq p \leq p' + \Delta \). As the trial progresses, the fluctuation range \( \Delta \) gradually decreases to zero, leading to \( p' \to p \). The UCB, i.e., \( p' \) for the \( i \)-th arm in iteration \( t \) is given by:

\[
\text{UCB}_i = \hat{x}_i(t) + \Delta = \hat{x}_i(t) + \sqrt{\frac{2 \ln(t)}{T_{i,t}}}.
\]

Here, \( \hat{x}_i(t) \) estimates the payoff for selecting arm \( i \) up to iteration \( t \) by averaging historical results. The latter term captures the fluctuation range, with \( T_{i,t} \) tracking the number of times arm \( i \) has been selected until iteration \( t \). This strategy efficiently balances the exploration of uncertain arms, even if their observed payoffs are lower, with the exploitation of known arms by allocating more trials to arms with higher upper bound and fewer trials to those with lower upper bound.

**III. ALGORITHMS**

A. CBTune Framework

Our proposed framework, CBTune, decomposes the synthesis flow of length \( L \) into a series of sequential steps, each employing a domain-specific bandit model, as depicted in Fig. 3. Unlike Flowtune [8], which relies on segmented sequences for decision-making, our framework generates the synthesis flow step by step, guided by analyzing each transformation’s effectiveness within the sequence. In Fig. 4(a), we introduce random disturbance to the transformation at each step of resyn2 by substituting them with alternatives from the candidate set \( \mathcal{A} \). The results reveal that modifying a single transformation at any step can significantly affect the results, leading to variations of up to 2% in a sequence of 10 steps. Hence, each transformation in the synthesis flow is important and should be treated carefully for decision-making.

At each step, the model iteratively evaluates candidate transformations within action space \( \mathcal{A} \) (referred to as “arms”) and

![Figure 2: Score iterations for each arm in bandit model.](image_url)
ultimately selects the highest-scoring one, denoted as $a^{(i)}$, as the decision result. Next, $a^{(i)}$ is applied to the current step’s input AIG $G_{i-1}$ to create a new $G_i$ for the subsequent step. The process follows the relation $G_i = a^{(i)} \cdot (G_{i-1})$, where $i = 1, 2, \ldots, L$, $a^{(i)} \in \mathcal{A}$, and $G_0$ denotes the initial unoptimized AIG. Upon completing all $L$ steps, the final $G_L$ is obtained, representing the synthesis flow as the ordered sequence of transformations $a^{(1)}, a^{(2)}, \ldots, a^{(L)}$.

The right part of Fig. 3 demonstrates fundamental components and their interactions in the bandit model, which will be detailed in subsequent sections. ABC [1] functions as a synthesis tool. The context generator samples potential optimization trends for each arm and collects valuable AIG characteristics as state information, which are used to update the agent’s decision parameters. The agent employs the Syn-LinUCB algorithm, leveraging both contextual vectors and rewards to score arms, and then selects the one with the highest score as the best arm. Furthermore, various optimization techniques are proposed to enhance efficiency and precision in decision-making.

Here are the essential bandit model configurations:

**Action Space**: To assure a fair comparison, we select transformations commonly employed by prior works [5], [8], [10] within the synthesis tool ABC and represent the action space as discrete actions. Specifically, $\mathcal{A} = \{\text{resub } (rs), \text{ resub } -z (rzs), \text{ rewrite } (rw), \text{ rewrite } -z (rzw), \text{ refactor } (rf), \text{ refactor } -z (rfz), \text{ balance } (b)\}$, with a total of $n = 7$ candidate transformations.

**Reward**: The reward $r$ corresponds to the short-term payoff of each arm. Typically, the number of AIG nodes, logic levels or mapped LUTs serves as the target value, reflecting the transformation’s optimization effect. $r$ is obtained by conducting a single-step execution of the respective transformation for each arm, followed by scaling it based on the average target value across all arms. This computation takes place at the beginning of each step’s decision-making and remains constant throughout the iterations.

**B. Context Generator**

Contextual information serves as arm features, offering essential environmental and state insights that assist the agent in making accurate decisions during iterations. This requires constructing a one-dimensional vector $x$ of length $d$, which includes circuit characteristics $x^c$ and the arm’s long-term payoff $x^s$, as detailed in TABLE I. The circuit characteristics act as static contexts computed once per step, while the long-term payoff of each action serves as dynamic contexts continuously updated within each iteration. We normalize the entire vector to ensure smooth convergence during iterations.

**C. Agent**

Inspired by LinUCB [14], we enhance the traditional MAB method by integrating contextual information, reinforcing its capabilities as the decision-making agent at each step. LinUCB leverages contextual data, including arm and environment features, to guide decision-making, and dynamically modifies the agent’s decision parameters. The score for each arm $a$ is calculated using the formula:

$$\text{LinUCB}_a = E(a|x) + \alpha \text{STD}(a|x) = x^\top \theta_a + \alpha \sqrt{x^\top A_a x}.$$ (2)

Recall that $x$ is the context vector. The first term $E(a|x)$ signifies the agent’s observed payoff for selecting arm $a$, determined by the context vector $x$ and decision parameter $\theta_a$. The latter term represents the upper confidence bound, which indicates the standard deviation (STD) between the observed payoff and true payoff, with the derivation process detailed in [15]. Here, $\alpha$ acts as a hyperparameter controlling the exploration level, commonly set to $1 + \sqrt{\ln(2/\delta)/2}$. Each arm maintains such a score, which is continuously updated during the algorithm’s iterations.

Considering the mentioned details, we introduce the Syn-LinUCB algorithm, described in Algorithm 1. In each step $i$, we begin by calculating the reward $r_a$ for each arm and extracting the circuit characteristics $x^c_a$ of $G_{i-1}$. To address the varying importance of information in the context vector, we adopt a feature importance analysis approach similar to [10] and incorporate a predefined weight vector $\omega$ to quantify its significance. This weight vector serves as a guide for the agent to assign scores to each arm during iterations. Additionally, we track the number of times each arm is selected with a variable $s$ and use it to calculate the exploration hyperparameter $\alpha$. Multiple selections of an arm indicate its proximity to the true payoff and result in a reduced exploration level for that arm.
TABLE I Contextual Information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Circuit Characteristics</td>
<td>(x^i_a)</td>
<td>AIG information extracted by applying a_i^{(j)}, (j ≤ m) to G_{i-1} using circuit characterization tools yosys [12] and circt [13].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term Payoff of the Arm</td>
<td>(x^i_A)</td>
<td>Random DSE result: During each iteration, “arm” a_i^{(i)} serves as the first transformation for generating m random subsequences of length l (i+1 ≤ L). These subsequences are then applied to G_{i-1} and get the synthesis results.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Algorithm 1 Syn-LinUCB

Input: Arms a ∈ A, Context weights w ∈ R^d, Number of iterations T, Constant ρ.

Output: Best arm a_{best} in this step.

1: r_a ← Reward of all arms;
2: Extract the AIG characteristics: x_i^a ∈ R^d_i;
3: Arm selection times s_a = 0;
4: for t = 1, 2, ..., T do
5: Update the long-term payoff: x_t^i,a ∈ R^d_i;
6: Observe features of a ∈ A : x_{t,a} = [x_t^a, x_t^i,a] ∈ R^d;
7: for ∀a ∈ A do
8: Initialize historical context and reward by A_a = I_d, b_a = 0, ∀a, ∀a is new;
9: Update hyperparameter α by α = 1.0 + \sqrt{-\log(2/T)} / 2ρ;
10: Update the decision parameter by \theta_a = A^{-1}_a b_a;
11: Calculate the weighted context x_t^w,a = x_{t,a} w;
12: Update score by p_t,a = \theta_a x_t^w,a + α\sqrt{x_{t,a}^\top A^{-1}_a x_{t,a}};
13: end for
14: Choose arm by a_t = \arg\max_{a ∈ A} p_t,a;
15: Increase the selection count of arm a_t by s_a = s_a + 1;
16: Update the parameters A_{a_t} and b_{a_t} of the chosen arm a_t by Equation (3);
17: end for
18: a_{best} ← a_t.

During each iteration, we first compute the long-term payoffs x^i_a for each arm and construct the corresponding context vector x_a of dimension d by combining the precomputed x_i^a. Subsequently, we calculate each arm’s score p_t,a from line 7 to line 13 using the agent’s decision parameters \theta_a, the arm’s context vector x^i_w with weight information, and the predefined hyperparameter α. To achieve this, we first derive the decision parameter \theta_a with \theta_a = A^{-1}_a b_a, based on the historical context and reward information stored in A_a and b_a. If an arm is untested, we initialize its parameters A and b with an identity matrix and a zero vector. Next, we create a context vector x^w with weight information by setting x_{t,a}^w = x_{t,a} w, and calculate the arm’s score using Equation (2) in line 12. The arm with the highest score in the current iteration is then selected, and its decision parameters A_{a_t} and b_{a_t} are adjusted based on the context vector and reward of the chosen arm a_t.

A_{a_t} = A_{a_t} + x_{t,a_t} x_{t,a_t}^\top, \quad b_{a_t} = b_{a_t} + r_t x_{t,a_t}.

Finally, after T iterations, the arm with the highest score a_{best} is chosen as the final decision.

Syn-LinUCB iteratively updates the agent’s scoring parameters based on the arm’s contextual information and rewards, offering two key advantages. Firstly, it employs short-term payoffs as the reward, enabling the agent to select arms with the ideal target value at each step, thereby enhancing local performance. Secondly, it mitigates the risk of falling into local optima by considering the arm’s long-term payoffs and exploring potential optimization trends, leading to improved decision quality.

D. Optimization Techniques

To enhance decision-making performance and reduce the online-learning time, we propose some optimization methods.

Return-back Mechanism: In our framework, each step employs a separate bandit model for decision-making without parameter sharing, potentially leading to suboptimal results due to the lack of historical decision information. To address this, we incorporate a “return-back” mechanism in CBTune. By preserving synthesis results and optimized circuits from previously decided steps, we can assess decision quality after each step and promptly revisit the previous key step for re-decision-making, as depicted in Fig. 5. This adaptive mechanism enhances the final performance by enabling CBTune to learn from mistakes and optimize previous decisions.

To be specific, we create a hash table to store the results of the context generator’s sequential multi-step exploration, which takes place during the evaluation of long-term payoffs at each step. The hash table is structured with the first dimension denoting the current step number and the second dimension denoting the various search depths (referred to as l in TABLE I) explored within that step. This allows us to store optimal results for all arms according to the search depths in each step. For example, in step 1, the context generator performs random sampling to explore potential synthesis results in steps 2, 3, and 4. We then identify the optimal value at all these search depths and record these values in the step 1 row of the hash table, aligned with their respective search depths in the columns.

Hereby, after completing each decision-making step, we proceed to compare the current decision with the data
stored in the hash table corresponding to that step. If the difference exceeds a predefined threshold, we record the step number associated with the optimal result for the current search depth in the hash table. Then we revisit the specified step, exclude the previously selected arm from the candidate arm set $A$, and re-make the decision. Subsequent steps from that step will also be re-executed. Notably, each step can only be revisited once for the sake of efficiency.

**Heuristic Tuning Strategy:** This strategy explores potential heuristics to boost the agent’s decision efficiency in the bandit model. (1) Tuning iteration count. We observe that the initial transformations in the synthesis flow have a substantial influence on the overall results. Fig. 4(b) depicts sequential execution of resyn2, tracking the reduction rate of AIG nodes at each step. The initial transformations cut node count by over 3%, whereas subsequent ones yield less than 1%. Therefore, it is inspired to allocate more iterations and runtime to the crucial initial step’s decision-making, and this will improve the precision and reliability of the arm scores while preventing the entire decision-making process from veering off course. Simultaneously, as step $i$ progresses, we decrease the iteration count $T$ for subsequent transformations to minimize runtime, following the equation: $T = T_{\text{orig}} - \text{decay\_rate} \times i$, and $T \geq T_{\text{min}}$. (2) Early stop. When the agent repeatedly selects the same arm more than three times in a row during iterations, it indicates the algorithm is converging towards a stable selection result. In such cases, even if the specified number of iterations $T$ has not been reached, we terminate the iteration loop and consider the currently selected arm as the final result.

### IV. Experimental Results

The CBTune framework is implemented in C++/C programming language, utilizing Eigen for matrix operations and OpenMP for parallel acceleration. The whole framework is integrated into the source code of ABC, allowing for joint compilation. Execution results are acquired by invoking the "cbtune" command within the interactive interface of ABC. All experiments are conducted on a machine with 40 core Intel® Xeon® Silver 4210R CPU @ 2.40GHz.

We evaluate CBTune by comparing the optimization performance of the synthesis flow it generates with state-of-the-art methods across various benchmarks. These methods can be categorized into two groups: one utilizes lightweight bandit algorithms, and the other employs classical reinforcement learning with complex neural network training. The experiments are conducted within the action space described in Section III-A, aiming to reduce the number of AIG nodes and 6-input LUTs (abbreviated as “6-LUTs”).

**Comparison with Bandit-based Method:** Our approach is compared to FlowTune [8] using the VTR benchmarks [11]. This involves examining the AIG node count following logic minimization and the subsequent assessment of 6-LUTs count after FPGA technology mapping. For FlowTune, we configure “stages:iterations” (s:m) as 3 : 20 with 2-repetition, resulting in 14 transformations per stage and a total synthesis flow length of 42. Additionally, we present results from a greedy baseline that selects the best transformation at each decision step. To gain insights into the approximate optimization effect on the overall solution space, we also randomly generate 50,000 synthesis flows for comparison.

The experimental results for logic optimization are visualized in Fig. 6, which illustrates the relationship between the AIG node count (x-axis) and the corresponding AIG logic depth (y-axis). For reference, the benchmarks’ initial node and level counts can be found in TABLE II. To ensure an equitable comparison, CBTune and the other two methods adhere to FlowTune’s implementation by integrating the supplementary subsequence “ifrig:dcgh -f” after every 14 transformations. The results demonstrate CBTune’s superior performance over FlowTune, achieving an average improvement of 0.72% in terms of the objective, while also delivering an impressive 39% reduction in runtime. Furthermore, when compared to the Random and Greedy approaches, CBTune exhibits a significant improvement of around 3.6% and 1.6%, respectively, mitigating the risk of encountering local optima.

For reducing 6-LUTs after FPGA technology mapping, results are shown in TABLE III, where #LUTs and #LUTs denotes CBTune’s best and average performance. We adapt the supplementary subsequence “ifrig:scorr:de2;strash:dcgh -f;if -K 6;msg2;latpack -S 1” after every 14 transformations, aligning with Flowtune’s implementation. CBTune was executed 20 times to gather reliable data. Experimental results show that CBTune surpasses both Greedy and Flowtune in 6-LUTs optimization, yielding average enhancements of 2.9% and 1.4%, respectively, and delivering a notable 54.7% runtime speedup.

**Comparison with NN-Enhanced Classical RL Method:** We further compare our approach with two other SOTA works: DRILLS [5] and RL4LS [10], following the same experimental settings targeted reducing the 6-LUTs after FPGA mapping. In contrast to our online-learning bandit method, these works rely on classical reinforcement learning techniques and necessitate pre-trained neural network models to guide their decisions for the synthesis flow. Our experiments use the EPFL benchmark [16] with a fixed synthesis flow length of $L = 25$. We incorporate the priority cuts mapper [17] in ABC, specifically employing the command “if -a -K 6” to optimize mapping for 6-LUTs and enhance area efficiency. TABLE IV presents the comparison of results between CBTune and other methods for optimizing 6-LUTs. We extract the optimal performance results reported in [10] for the baseline and calculate their average runtime on our local machine. For CBTune, we execute it ten times to obtain the average target results and the corresponding runtime ($\tau$) for online decision-making. The results demonstrate CBTune’s superiority over the other three methods, achieving reductions of 2.2%, 4.4%, and 3.9% in the number of 6-LUTs, respectively. Moreover, CBTune incurs the lowest average tim-

### TABLE II Details of selected VTR benchmarks [11]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>bfly</th>
<th>dscg</th>
<th>fir</th>
<th>ode</th>
<th>or1200</th>
<th>syn2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nodes</td>
<td>28910</td>
<td>28252</td>
<td>27704</td>
<td>16069</td>
<td>12833</td>
<td>30003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levels</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ideal runtime. Future work will focus on integrating backend information to guide decision-making and further evade staged local optima for QoR.
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